Happenings at
‘Ukay Perdana’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3699
27th October 2014
Lee Kok Wan
Ah Boey, Young Hew, Christopher Yap
80
~ 10km.
5
Ah Ka, Reid, Ah Meng
7.20pm.
None
Matt Werner, Phil Manfield, Lee Kok Wan, David Newman

On Sec was not around so JM Bon took over the duties. Here is his report.
Rain! Rain! Rain! October is a raining month.
It was raining throughout the evening. As usual, we started the run at 6pm and due
to the slippery surface at the earlier minutes, some short cutters disappeared from
the main pack after half an hour.
The hare has done his homework, we ran mostly on the tar roads, rarely on wet and
slippery surface. The first runner, Ah Kah came in at 1 hour 20 minutes, and most of
us clocked in within 1 hour and a half.
On Sec was absent. Joint Master has to take over to conduct the circle. As usual, he
was urged to start the circle as beer was running out fast!
JM started the Circle at 810pm. Butler for the night was Reid Cooper. On Cash
Russell and Interhash Sec Hardy have nothing to say, they were too busy drinking
beer.
Next week hare has appointed Kenny Soh as Bomoh of the night. The bomoh
charged next week hare, Danny Lim for not doing his bomoh job.
Next he charged Young Yap for threatening to treat him like a small child and
slapped his ass.
This week hare, Lee Kok Wan was charged for appointing Plastic Man to look after
his car, starting from 2pm when he went into the woods to set his run. Plastic man
was called upon to drink as well.
The bomoh only has 3 charges. JM open the charges to the floor.
JM charged Lee Kok Wan again for not bringing a crate of beer, as he did not
perform his bomoh duty last week.
Christopher Yap was charged by David Hirst for attempting to sell him furniture,
doing business in Mother Hash is not encouraged in Mother Hash!
Next, Eddie Koh charged Hew Yok Wah for wearing new shoes and Hew has
reluctantly drank the beer poured into his new shoe.
Next, Reid charged Young Hew and Danny Lim for wearing unmentionable chapter’s
shorts.

Finally, JM charged Preston Lim, Lee Kok Wan, Phil and Peter Lee for attracting
unmentionables to the Circle.
The Circle was over by 845pm. We drove to a wet market nearby to have our dinner.
The food was ok and the hare was thanked for organising the dinner. Most of us left
the dining place before 10pm.
Here are some details of the run from Rob:
The rains have come. We parked at the bottom of the hill, did not go up the hill to
where the buses turn round. There was a torrent coming down the hill and an ankle
deep fool formed. When the rain stopped the pool quickly dispersed but when we
came back found that the beer wagon had parked there, so you had to paddle to get
a beer.
Two choices on the way to set off, well one really because if you set off towards the
new housing construction the jaga will stop you at the boom gate.
So up the hill to the bus terminus. After the rain paper was almost destroyed.
First check was just before the houses and the bus parking. I went looking for paper
to the right through a construction site where we have run before. But now the
construction is finished and the area gated and guarded. However, I was surprised to
find a piece of bedraggled paper on the tarmac. I followed a few pieces and then lost
the paper. In front there was a drain and a gate, with guard. We managed to see
another dishevelled paper down a rubbish tip slope. This led past the drainage pond
and on the usual tracks down to the zoo road.
On the way we hit check 2 on a terrace at the end of a grassy valley. This was one of
the ways we usually go home. Paper was found back and we progressed to the zoo
road via the urban parts of the area.
We crossed over the river and at the zoo road we turned left going out, as we
normally drive in here, and then we hit a check on the left off the road. Paper was
down the road and then turned right and onto the tracks we are familiar with. We
twisted and turned and came out at the Kemensah Heights runsite.
From here we took the usual track up the hill and to the junction where there is the
track to the Klang Gates ridge, but no check and paper continued on familiar trails.
We passed 4 pieces of paper lined up together and then further on a check.
Forward goes to the junction where we come down from the ridge and a track leads
to the lake. But paper was down a trail where the paper was lined up. We
progressed down some tracks through someone's backyard and came out by the
runsite by the ATV park.
No check and the papers followed the tarmac to the fishponds and then turned left
on the zooview road past another ATV place, through the construction site and back
to the beer wagon.
A straight forward run but surprisingly 10km.The 6 o'clock frop's came back
at 7.15pm.
PIX OF THE RUN

